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Non-places is a collection of sound constructions inspired by non-
places—public  places  that  are  often,  though  not  exclusively,  of
commercial purpose, and that impart a sense of anonymity or dis-
placement to those who pass through them and use them to their
own ends. 

Each piece is a layered composition that interprets a selected non-
place. Taking a field recording of a non-place as the fundamental
stratum, Barbiero composed and performed a part on double bass,
which  Bocci  then  subjected  to  electronic  deconstruction  and
reconstruction:  filtering  frequencies,  building  rhythmic  cells  and
ostinati  from  fragments  of  melody,  looping  the  double  bass  to
counterpoint itself, and when called for, adding a 6-string electric
bass melody doubling the original  composition.  (Repetition is an
underlying motif  of  the non-place,  and consequently  of  many of
these compositions.) 

Sounds estranged from themselves,  appropriated and integrated
into  an  encompassing  project  that  ultimately  returns  them  to
themselves: the compositional process mimics, in its own way, the
complex dialectic of alienation 

and appropriation that  is the hallmark of  the non-place. And yet
anonymity  and repetition by no means foreclose emotion--which
will break through in a melodic passage just as it might on a train
ride home. 

Tracklist:

1. Berlin Subway (Long Hours)
2. 2000 PA Ave (The Symmetrical Stairs)
3. Bruxelles Gare du Midi

Turnpike Suite:
4_1.  Turnpike Suite - 1st Movement Grover Cleveland    Stop
(Anabasis)
4_2.  Turnpike  Suite  -  2nd  Movement  Walt  Whitman  Stop
(Katabasis)
5.      Rome Airport (A Turn of the Vane Doesn't Eliminate Flight)
6.      Train to Siena

Daniel Barbiero: double bass; prepared double bass on “Turnpike
Suite;” field recordings
Cristiano Bocci: electronics; electric bass; field recordings

with Matteo Ranieri, harmonica on “Train to Siena.” 

Recorded September-December 2016 in Silver Spring (USA) and
Follonica (Italy)
Assembled and mixed by Cristiano Bocci
Mastered by Mark Beazley in Walthamstow, London
Artwork by Marinella Caslini (www.disgrafica.com)

Non-places is accompanied by the online essay:
Atopia: Soundings from Non-places by Daniel Barbiero

http://www.arteidolia.com/atopia-soundings-from-non-places
http://www.disgrafica.com/


DANIEL BARBIERO

Daniel Barbiero (1958, New Haven CT) is a double bassist, sound artist and composer in the Washington DC area. 
He  has  released  work  under  his  own  name  and  with  such  artists  as  electronic  composer/bassist  Cristiano  Bocci;
percussionist/electronics artist Massimo Discepoli, If, Bwana (Al Margolis); Ictus Records percussionist Andrea Centazzo;
Blue Note recording artist Greg Osby and electronic composer/sound artist Steve Hilmy.
His compositions have been performed by The Subtle Body Transmission Orchestra, the Greek ensemble 6daEXIt, the
Lower Mid-Atlantic Improvisers’ Orchestra, and others. 
In addition to purely musical projects he has collaborated with filmmaker Chris H. Lynn on experimental film soundtracks
both recorded and live and was Music Director for the Nancy Havlik Dance Performance Group.
He writes regularly on music and other arts for Avant Music News, Percorsi Musicali,  Perfect Sound Forever,  Arteidolia
and other online publications, and served as an editor of the online arts journal Bourgeon.

http://danielbarbiero.wordpress.com

   ἁρμονίη ἀφανὴς φανερῆς κρείττων

CRISTIANO BOCCI

Cristiano Bocci was born in Castel del Piano (GR) in 1975.

His music expands in several directions, moving from jazz to experimental and showing a constant research among
acoustic instruments, sound synthesis and live electronics.

He was initiated to music at the age of 6 when he started studying guitar at the local music school and began a self-study
of the bass guitar at 14. He studied classical guitar with Maestro Giuseppe Pedicelli until 1993 and later with Danilo
Minotti, at CPM Milan and Roberto Nannetti at the Siena Jazz Foundation. In 1995 he took part in the Clinics of the
Berklee School at the Umbria Jazz Festival, studying guitar with Jim Kelly and improvisation with Bruce Gertz. He began
to study doublebass with Ferruccio Spinetti, at the Siena Jazz Foundation in 1998 and later worked with Ares Tavolazzi,
Raffaello Pareti, Saverio Miele, Franco Fabbrini and Silvia Bolognesi.

He started to be interested in avant-garde music in 1993 under the guidance of Maestro Ugo Maccari. In 2001, he held a
seminar, at the University of Pavia, on the algebraic analysis of the score of Nomos Alpha by Iannis Xenakis.

In 2006, he founded the collective “Corporazione dei Suoni e dei Rumori”, a group of musicians bound together by a
common interest in sound experimentation. He has been a Biarnel Artist, a collaborator and developer of the double bass
side, since 2009.

In 2010, he took part in the workshop at the Greycat Festival in Massa Marittima, following courses held by Stefano
Cocco Cantini, Piero Borri, Ares Tavolazzi.

http://danielbarbiero.wordpress.com/
http://bourgeononline.com/
http://www.arteidolia.com/
http://www.furious.com/perfect/
http://ettoregarzia.blogspot.com/
http://avantmusicnews.com/


During repeated stays in the US, from 2002 to 2008, he discovered the theremin and deepened his competence in
Computer Music, with particular attention to Live Electronics and Sound Synthesis. In 2012, he followed a course of
experimental music and free improvisation with Alessio Riccio.

In recent years, he has performed in important festivals and on prestigious stages: Premio Tenco (in 2012) in Sanremo
(IM), Botteghe d’Autore (in 2011 and 2012) in Albanella (SA), Festival Resistente (in 2012) in Grosseto, Voci per la Libertà
(in 2011) in Villadose (RO), Zappa Day (in 2011) in Sarteano (SI), Alterazioni 2011 in Arcidosso (GR), Festa della Musica
2010 in Montalcino (SI), Lucca Comics (in 2008 and 2007), RigoJazz Festival 2008 in Rigomagno (AR), Sarteano Jazz
and Blues 2007 in Sarteano (SI), Via Cava 2007 at Parco di Pietra di Roselle (GR), Arena della Musica 2007 a Lucca,
Live Rock Festival of Beer (in 2006) ad Acquaviva (SI), Teatro Ariston di Sanremo (IM), Teatro Poliziano di Montepulciano
(SI) and Teatro degli Industri (GR).

As a doublebass-player, he has played with Stefano Cocco Cantini, Piero Borri, Francesco Maccianti, Emanuele Bocci,
Giacomo Dal Pra, Fabrizio Bai, Francesco Bucchioni and Mauro Perigozzo. He has played - using electronics – with
“Compagnia  Musicale  Le  Voci  del  Vicolo”,  “Miwa  e  i  suoi  Componenti”,  New  Border  Ensemble  (conductor:  Mirco
Mariottini),  Buddha  Combo  Jazz  Quartet  and  Choobalooba  Tireless  Summit  (with  Andrea  “Atreio”  Marcucci”).  He
collaborates on theater/dance and visual arts projects and holds seminars on sound synthesis, and its applications to jazz,
in various music schools (including the Siena Jazz Foundation).

www.cristianobocci.com

http://www.cristianobocci.com/

